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ANGOL NYELV 
8. évfolyamos tanulók számára 

3. forduló – DÖNTŐ 

 
Össz.pontszám: 40 p  

A döntő időpontja: 2018. január 29. (hétfő)  
 

 

Versenyző neve: ………………………………………………………Osztály:………………. 

 

 

1. Match the questions with the responses. Write the letters after the sentences. 

 
E.g. Shall we have a rest?         d,    

                                                                           a) I need a bit of help, actually. 

1 How’s the meal?                                             b) Well, it was a bit boring really. 

2 Shall we eat outside?                                      c) I like short stories. 

3 What’s in this soup?                                       d) Yes, I’m a bit tired. 

4 What’s your course like?                                e) Delicious! Can I have a bit more? 

5 What kind of people do you work with?        f) The news, documentaries, and a few dramas. 

6 What sort of books do you read?  g) I’m not sure. It might be the book I ordered. 

7 Did you have a good time at the party?          h) No, there might be a bit of rain later. 

8 How are you doing with the homework?        i) It’s a bit better than the last one. 

9 What do you think is in your parcel?               j) I’ve no idea. James made it. 

10 What sort of programmes do you watch on   k) They’re all really nice. I get on with 

      TV? everyone. 

 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

          

 

 10/____ 

 

2. Complete the sentences with a verb from the box in the past simple. You can 

use the verbs more than once. 

 
               steal  bite  run  break  throw  hit  fall  hurt  catch 

 
They ran after the man because he stole an old lady’s bag. 

1 She ________________ the ball to her brother and it ___________________ the window. 

2 She ____________over the toys that were on the floor and___________ herself quite badly. 

3 The thieves_____________ into the office and__________________ every computer. 

4 The police_____________ after the man and finally_______________ him. 

5 He ________________ the dog with a stick so the dog ___________________ him! 

 

10/____ 
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3. Read the newspaper article below and choose the correct word for each 

space. There is an example at the beginning (0). 

 
A REAL ADVENTURE 

 

An 86-year-old man drove almost 10,000 kilometres so that he could go (0) B a meal with his 

girlfriend in a Turkish restaurant. James MacReady’s journey (1) _____ in Leeds in the north 

of England and finished in Bodrum, Turkey, where his girlfriend – 75-year-old Betty 

Middleton – was (2) _____ holiday with a friend. It took Mr MacReady two weeks to (3) 

_____ to Bodrum in his ten-year-old car. After (4) _____, he stayed for two more days before 

going home again. 

Betty said ‘I (5) _____ sitting outside the hotel (6) _____ I saw James in his old car. I was 

amazed when he turned (7) _____ and said he wanted to take me out for dinner. It was 

absolutely fantastic.’ Mr MacReady decided to join Betty in Bodrum the week before his 

girlfriend (8) _____ for Turkey. The only problem he had was when the car (9) _____ down 

in Italy, but it only took a few hours to repair. ‘I (10) _____ a wonderful time,’ Mr MacReady 

said. ‘It was a real adventure.’ 

 

0 A to    B for    C with    D out 

1 A started    B start    C starting    D starts 

2 A on    B in    C  at    D out 

3 A arrive    B reach    C pass    D get 

4 A then    B now    C that    D all 

5 A ’m    B ’d    C were    D was 

6 A when    B while    C during    D as 

7 A out    B in    C  up    D down 

8 A set off    B went off    C got off    D made off 

9 A ran    B broke    C fell    D went 

10 A spent    B passed    C was    D had 

 

 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9. 10. 

          

 

10/____ 
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4. You are going to read an extract from a travel guide. Are sentences 1–5 

‘right’ or ‘wrong’ according to the text? If there is not enough information 

to answer ‘right’ or ‘wrong’, choose ‘doesn’t say’. 

 
FACTS FOR THE TRAVELLER 

 

Nauru is a tiny island in the South Pacific Ocean. It is 41 kilometres south of the equator and 

is nearly 4,000 kilometres north-east of Sydney, Australia. It measures 21 square  kilometres. 

When it gained independence in 1968, it became the smallest independent country in the 

world. Imagine seven New York City Central Parks and put them in the middle of the Pacific 

Ocean, and you’ll have a good idea of its size. Nauru’s biggest city is Yaren, but there is no 

capital city. Industry has destroyed much of the natural beauty of the island. However, there 

are some good beaches for swimming and there is good diving and fishing around the island. 

It isn’t a good idea to visit Nauru between November and February in the rainy season, when 

there are often tropical storms. 

Around 12,000 people live on the island and the islanders speak Nauruan, a unique Pacific 

language. English is the official language used for government and business. 

 

1 The island of Nauru is near the coast of Australia.      A right B wrong C doesn’t say 

2 Nauru is the smallest island in the world.                    A right B wrong C doesn’t say 

3 The capital of Nauru is Yaren.                                     A right B wrong C doesn’t say 

4 The writer gives travellers some advice on when to go to Nauru. 

                                                                                           A right B wrong C doesn’t say 

5 Business on the island is carried out in English.            A right B wrong C doesn’t say 

 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

     

 

5/___ 

5. Listen and circle the correct answer, a, b, or c. 

1.How many bookshops are there in the town?        a. none            b, one           c ,two 

2.Where are the women going to have lunch?           a. Roberto’s    b, Trattoria Marco    c, Garibaldi’s 

3.Who is going to choose the film?          a, the man       b, the woman        c, the man and the woman 

4.The man has…                     a, qualifications but no experience    b, experience but no qualification  

                                                                                      c, experience and qualifications 

5.The girls thinks she wants to…                     a, do research         b, be a doctor           c, be a biologist 

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 

     

5/___ 


